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The City of Knowledge-Wisdom (CKW) developed an intelligent social model system that 

can be reproduced exponentially in historic public urban spaces looking to empower 

sustainable communities. Supported by schemas of doing by learning and learning by doing 

actions, it lets people enrich and translate their own experience and living sense of the 

heritage place. This model also contributes to a good support network for active community 

groups and the development of tools that bridge scales through global, national, and local 

heritage policies and strategies partnered with universities. With management plans and 

monitoring changes such as key indicators requested by UNESCO for enlisting World 

Heritage Sites, this living participation system with the people, for the people, and by the 

people stimulates the impact assessment, joining synergies with the community and 

stakeholder involvement. Defining guidelines, principles, and basic criteria to identify 

spaces, collective meanings, memories, and social practices - historical and contemporary - 

linking to creating and transmitting academic, professional, and trade knowledge, as well as 

promoting a regional, national, and international interpretative appreciation associated with: 

 

1.  The foundation and development of educational institutions; 

2.  The preservation of collections and documentary archives and collections of scientific, 

technological, and artistic nature, among others; 

3.  The identification of the spaces in which productive economic practices and 

technological innovations were introduced and disseminated in the work processes; 

4.  The identification of spaces for the creation of cultural expressions in the historical 

transformations of regions and cities; 

5.  The identification of the experiences and policy instruments of action for the 

recognition and safeguarding of these assets; 

6.  The establishment of the principles and criteria for the correct use of these properties 

as resources for the development of broad and durable international cooperation, 

promoting respect for their authenticity and integrity, adequate conservation, and their 

historical significance; 

7.  How could the sub-routes of our knowledge and wisdom be conceived, looking for a 

continental, global framework.  

 

Sustainable culture is handled with integrated management of heritage areas into the 

cultural landscape, townscape, and urban heritage. It is closely shared with patrimonial 

territories, the social construction of the habitat, and the social production of public space 

programmes.  

 

The consolidation of world heritage sites as the premise for devising a higher education 

management model is coupled with administrators of heritage historical spaces advocating 

for their authenticity and integrity. We integrate an interdisciplinary model capable of 

analysing and elucidating the dynamic effects and interdependencies of economic, social, 

environmental, and physical space elements, as well as cultural and value-based elements.   

Promoting that old university settlements reinforce the privileged forum of alliances and 
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recognition to multiply the sense of “itineraries of culture”-“learning”-and-“knowledge” 

that strengthens the bond of "Heritage”-“Culture”-“University" and favour’s negotiation co

-management between owners, stakeholders, partners, custodians, and heritage 

practitioners—developing a non-violent tool kit for a participative decision-making 

process, including civility, collective memory, and human rights skills.  

 

This model supported conflict resolution procedures and building capacities derived from 

managing sustainable and resilient programmes with a focus on nonviolent negotiations, 

and it reinforced the manner in which decision-making joined with local communities is the 

urban planning smart strategy challenge. The model also allows communities to participate 

in their own collaborative problem-solving process as a daily assessment of best practise.  

 

The CKW promotes multiple synergies of training in non-scholar spaces. It reinforces how 

leisure time enriches diversity in sustainable practices as the focal point that lets people get 

involved as an influence on productive creativity and complexity cognition. It is increasing a 

dynamic safeguard interpretation of its own historic meaning.  

 

Designing jointly “learning by doing and doing by learning” spaces settled in 10 discovered 

sub-routes of situated learning for diversity and empowering people in a constructive social 

schema is our point.  

 

By driving culture and knowledge forums and symbolising social development, there is an 

increase in the role of daily life styles in sustainable safeguard practices facilitate leisure, 

better practices in managing urban infrastructure, cultural tourism, and the economy.  

 

A.  Derived from the impact of knowledge innovation and the meaning of sustainable 

culture that lets construct bridges towards the enrichment of new building collective 

capacities. One side of our Itinerary is the initiative to involve young professionals and 

researchers. 

B.  Reinforcing the historical content of two main living cities: The renaissance spirit in the 

city of Alcalá and the reconstructing historical city in the Megalopolis of Mexico City, 

joined with the sense of XXI University, knowledge, culture, arts, and innovation. This 

CKW involves the standpoint management criteria of two of the six Universities 

recognised by UNESCO: the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México and the 

Universidad de Alcalá de Henares in Spain.  

 

Working together for the holistic value of the place and enriching its own genius loci through 

an involving community process in a people-centred approach.  

 

The way our world heritage historic city can transform its own context with an open mind or 

without even writing a book by representing the difference of a living world heritage site that 

gets involved in its own management of the future urban historic cultural landscape as a 

part of this new knowledge and cultural, social constructive synergy of cooperation, smart 

solutions, creativity, productive interchanges, technological innovation, and artistic 

challenges, all of them as the standing point of this genius loci dialogues.  

 

Because the appropriation of heritage by communities around the globe reaffirms the notion 

that heritage is a shared resource, it was instrumental in the movement towards community 

empowerment. Allow people to engage with their own creative resources as a form of collective 

memory reconstruction, thereby enriching all types of self-attributes.   
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Our primary objective is to protect and primarily enrich our constructive future values as the 

initial step that enables us to increase the manner in which this CTW reinforces them, 

promoting its own diversity as a creative and productive sustainable process as a Wisdom 

living world, not only knowledge, learning, or creativity, with multiple sub-routes to discover 

and produce its own living heritage approach to urban city world resources.   

 

This sort of appropriation of its own heritage qualities, intangible and/or tangible, is not only 

a living tour of the world heritage scenery but a smart and creative experience of public, 

private, and social management that lets inhabitants, users, hosts, visitors, or tourists 

contribute all of them in the same recovery model.  

 

All of them, in a sustainable development schema, entail strategic opportunities for recovery 

and reconstruction as an axis of guidelines for habitability, heritage recovery, infrastructure, 

enjoyment, and dialogue for better public spaces with significantly improved public uses and 

collective practises. A peculiar component of a holistic cultural economy schema that is 

utilised by the majority should be attractive and dynamic. 
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